Cameras

Figure 4.1 Three generations of camera tubes. The largest one is an image
orthicon (IO). It was the mainstay of early black-and-white cameras and the first
couple of generations of color cameras. The middle tube is a Vidicon. Much
simpler in design and more dependable than the IO, it had lower sensitivity and
resolution. Thus it was relegated to “industrial” grade cameras — although at
least one broadcast color camera used a mix of IOs (for luminance) and
Vidicons (R,G,B). The third tube is a Plumbicon, the final generation of
broadcast imaging tubes. This tube had a number of derivatives. The Plumbicon
had good sensitivity and resolution, and tended not to burn images into its
target.

Figure 4.2 Opposite: This camera was first introduced in the late 1940s. The
10:1 zoom lens on the front wasn’t introduced until the late ’50s. The TK-10 was
the studio version, while the TK-30 was the field version. The field version had
handles on the camera control unit (CCU) and the associated power supply. The
complete camera chain could consume as much as 1600W, of which as much
as 400W was directly converted to heat to drive the filaments of the many tubes
used throughout the chain. The suitcaselike camera control unit weighed 65
lbs., and the power supply weighed 62 lbs. (Source: Chuck Pharis collection on
display/NAB2002)

arly Television
Cameras

E

Coaxing Television Out of the Studio

People who often work in television are asked if they are cameramen.
Naturally, it’s the most visible part of a television remote to civilians.
While audio mixers would probably argue the point, cameras are what
differentiate a television remote from a radio show.
Putting a television camera on the road in
the early days of television broadcasting
was often a daunting task. There were only
two basic video sources available in the
’40s and the first half of the ’50s. The first
was the television camera, and the second
was basically a television camera adapted
to look into the lens of a film projector.
So, initially, only important events that
could not be staged in a studio (sports, inaugurations, state funerals) were covered.
Now, cameras have shrunk from the size
of a small refrigerator to the size of a tube
of lipstick, bringing all kinds of interesting points of view to the home viewer.

These early cameras needed a fairly thick
multicore camera cable to connect the camera head to the CCU, and lots of light (many
cameras had their own light mounted on
top). And they were only black and white.
Voltages as high as 1500V were required
out in the head to power the Orthicon image tubes. The picture was harsh, and the
Orthicon pickup tube was sticky, and it
burned easily. If the camera operator happened to find the sun, a new
tube was probably in order. After use, the cameramen spent much time
shooting white cards to “de-burn” the tube. To try and stop the tube from
burning, the cameras had an option called an orbiter. It consisted of a
motor mounted to the side of the camera that slowly rotated the position

Chapter 4

Figure 4.3 Another TK-30 with an early version of
a zoom lens. The camera behind this one, a GE
PE-11, has an orbiter mounted to its side.
(Source: Chuck Pharis collection on display/
NAB2002)
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of the yoke and tube to move the image continually. But it was noisy. It
often had to be turned off for close-ups.
On remotes the need for multiple cameras quickly became apparent.
Initially cameras had no zoom lenses, so the only way to go from a wide
shot to a close-up was to change the lens — with the ensuing black as the
lens racked over — or cut to another camera. No director really wanted
to see a new lens racked on a camera when that camera’s tally light was
on. So on most early remotes there were two and usually three cameras.
This was good, since you could usually manage to keep two working
most of the time.
“Trucking” or “dollying” the camera was the only way to tighten in on a
subject without changing the lens. It is still used extensively in the film
industry, but many lament that it is so underused in television today. Often
we seem to zoom just because we can. Today the 70:1 zoom is found on
many sports remotes. Lenses with zoom ratios as high as 87:1 can be found.
Where 15 years ago, head-to-toe shots were all that the 30:1 zoom lens
could provide from the camera at the 50-yard line, now the nose shoot is
creeping into some football coverage, thanks to these big zoom lens.
Early television equipment was not reliable, and wasn’t usually designed
to be bounced down the road in a truck. These early cameras ran hot.
They tended to bake themselves into unreliability, especially if used out
in the sun a lot. The jostling that came with constant assembly and disassembly, and being bounced down the road meant that truck crews were
continually fighting camera problems.
These cameras had approximately 50 amplifying tubes spread throughout the head and CCU. The first generation of color cameras that followed had over 200 of these tubes. That number posed a significant maintenance burden, and the processing power in those cameras compared to
today’s was minuscule.
Du Mont was a vertically integrated television company much like
RCA was at the time, only smaller. It manufactured professional broadcast equipment, television receivers, and even had a television network.
Du Mont was the original fourth network. Many notable early shows,
such as The Honeymooners, got their start on the Du Mont network.
But, for a variety of reasons, the network went dark in 1956, soon after
Du Mont merged it’s broadcast equipment line with Fairchild Camera
and Instrument, and sold it’s television set manufacturing to Emerson
Electric. The television stations that Du Mont owned, which formed
the base of the network, were spun off into a separate company initially
known as Du Mont Broadcasting. The company went through a couple
of name changes over the years and eventually became known as
Metromedia. Rupert Murdock purchased Metromedia to form the initial core of the FOX Network.

Figure 4.5 Early remote production equipment. On the floor under the table at
extreme left and right are the power supplies for two TK-30 cameras (a spare is
sitting second from left). The other two cases are a sync generator and its
power supply. Sitting on the table from left is an audio mixer, two camera control
units, a video switcher and a program monitor. (Source: Chuck Pharis collection
on display/NAB2002)

Figure 4.6 The RCA TK-14 black-and-white camera head was the workhorse of the 1950s. Some of its family was still in service on
trucks into the early ’70s, as the lower photo of Secretary of Transportation Norman Mineta, then mayor of San Jose, taken in the
early 1970s demonstrates. Mounted on the front was a rotating turret that could hold four lenses. The turret was rotated from the rear
by a handle. The normal complement of lens was 35-, 50-, 90- and 135mm.

Figure 4.7 Television cameras at a ball
game in the mid-40s. While the one on
the right had a small electronic
viewfinder, the one on the left only had
an optical sight.
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Nothing About
These was
Portable

Early cameras could be coaxed to work on the road, but to have a
number of them working at the same time could be dicey. First-generation color cameras weren’t practical on the road, especially in large
numbers, as it would take a small army to set them up, due to their
weight and unstable nature. Next we will see how advances in imaging
technology, and electronics in general, made color television cameras a
practical “roadie.”

Red Skelton Studios actually
had a truck with a hydraulic lift
to allow TK-41 cameras to be
stored permanently mounted on
cradle heads and studio pedestals. Early color cameras required registration and other
setup often. Usually this was
done when the camera was first
powered up after approximately
Figure 4.8 Very early experimental color cameras. RCA and CBS had competing
an hour of warm-up, and then
color systems for a while. The CBS system involved a rotating mechanical disk to
usually a second time right before
resolve color. The RCA system was completely electronic and eventually won out.
But both cameras had two sets of optical paths, one for the luminance and the
the game, when the outside temsecond for color light gathering.
perature was rising for day games
or dropping for night games. In
1955 NBC did its first colorcast of the World Series. Partly because of their size and weight, early trucks did not carry many
cameras. Three were used for the first World Series. In the fifties
and sixties, many network baseball games were covered by a maximum of five cameras. Many local baseball games, even well into
the ’70s, only used
three cameras — usually at high home, first a n d
third. If a fourth camera was
added it was at low home or
center field. Back then the
event was merely covered; that
was all that could be done.
Today, events are not merely
covered, the unfolding story is
conveyed. Back then, if a camera had a zoom lens it was either a 10:1 or, at most, a 15:1.
Figure 4.9 In the mid-50s, the color camera found
itself out in the field. It made the black-and-white
camera seem portable. The first widely used color
camera, the RCA TK-41, had three orthicon tubes,
and a camera head that weighed a mere 250 lbs.
without the viewfinder. The viewfinder added
another 45 lbs. The whole camera chain weighed
in at nearly 500 lbs. Because early cameras were
so heavy, the cradle pan/tilt head (shaped like
baby’s cradle) was used to distribute the weight of
the head over a wider footprint.
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Figure 4.11 A WGN
TK-41 at a Cubs
game around 1960
using a 10:1 Zomar
lens controlled by a
“push-rod.” Instead of
a crank handle to
change the zoom
setting, a rod running
right through the
center of the camera
head to the lens was
used. Many Japanese
studio cameras
retained this type of
zoom until the rollout
of CCD cameras, as
many Japanese
operators liked this type of control. Circled is the push-rod zoom control handle.
You pushed the rod in to zoom in, and rotated it for focus. Inset is the zoom
lens, which eventually could be electrically controlled.

Figure 4.12 Second generation of color cameras: the top two are RCA TK-42s,
and the bottom two are GE-250s. Both used an orthicon image tube for
capturing the luminance image, and smaller orthicons for red, green and blue
channels of video.

ameras
Grow Up

C

Cameras get Reasonable

Figure 4.15 A smaller camera, and one that was
more stable with better video, the PC-70, could be
found everywhere. (Source: Doug Barry, Denali)

By the mid-60s, image tube technology had evolved to a point where fairly
sensitive cameras with good resolution
could be produced with camera heads
weighing less than 100 lbs. This was possible because camera manufacturers had
settled on the use of three-tube imaging
systems using an imager much smaller
than the image orthicon. This imager was
known as the Plumbicon. These new imagers were quieter, and the preamp circuitry was better at amplifying the tubes’
output without adding much noise. Signalto-noise ratios (S/N), which up to this point
generation
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Figure 4.13 As color cameras were about twice the cost of
black-and-white cameras, $70,000 for a TK-42 vs. $35,000
for the TK-60 shown here (in 1960s dollars), black-and-white
cameras continued to be sold well into the 1960s for use in
studios and on trucks. (Source: Chuck Pharis collection on
display/NAB2002)
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Figure 4.17 In the late 1960s a number of other manufacturers got into the color camera business. Companies like Zarkes-Tarzan and
IVC made cameras that made it onto a few trucks. Whether these cameras were high-end industrial or low-end broadcast was open
for debate. Although the IVC-300 shown here used Plumbicon tubes, it was less expensive than the TK-44 or PC-70 mainly due to the
fact that it used a discrete set of dichroic mirrors to separate the incoming light into red, green and blue. Higher end cameras used a
prism.
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Figure 4.16 Within a couple of years, RCA responded to the PC-70 with its TK44. These camera heads were approximately 50 lbs., and they made remotes
much easier to accomplish. While both ABC and CBS made extensive use of
the PC-70, there were a number of trucks that used TK-44s.

The Prism

Figure 4.18 A prism found in a modern camera. The tabs are where
the CCD imagers and their preamps are attached via solder to make
a complete image assembly.

A prism uses dichroic mirrors that are epoxied together into a single
item. That is a very expensive process. Early prisms and imagers
could account for one-third to one-half the overall cost of the camera. The drawback to using separate dichroic mirrors as a prism, as
some cameras did, is that they tended to move, ever so slightly, when
the camera was jarred or its temperature changed. Thus, the camera
would have to be adjusted often. The second drawback was that this
approach lost more light between lenses and Plumbicons, so these
cameras were less sensitive than ones using prisms. Many of the
older venues around the country, namely some of the old civic auditoriums, had light levels as low as 35-foot candles. These cameras
needed 200-foot candles to operate comfortably.

Figure 4.19 The inner workings of four generations of color cameras. The top
left is RCA’s TK-41. Very little processing of video took place in the camera
head. Top right is the second generation TK-42. While the camera head didn’t
get any smaller, much more processing power was located there. Second row
are two predominant third-generation color cameras: Norelco’s PC-70 (left) and
RCA’s TK-46 (right). Both used Plumbicons, so the imaging tubes and the
electronics were smaller, making for a smaller head. Bottom is the next
generation, RCA’s TK-76, which heralded the introduction of the handheld
broadcast camera. Although physically much smaller than the cameras before
it, the TK-76 was able to fit all the necessary electronics into a single case. No
external CCU was needed. Simply feed 12V in, and composite video came out
the back. All these cameras had very high voltages, often 1500V or more,
running through them to drive the imaging tubes and deflection circuitry. An
opened, powered camera was to be dealt with carefully. The introduction of
CCD imaging finally eliminated those very high potentials.

Smaller - Both the Camera and its Tether

The continual miniaturization of electronics — mainly as ICs evolved
from small-scale integration with a few transistors incorporated into a
package, to medium-scale integration
with dozens of transistors per package
— made possible smaller assemblies.
One assembly that continued to get
smaller was the camera head. By the
mid-70s, RCA was able to fit the required camera head electronics into a
package that could sit on a person’s
shoulder, and that weighed about 40 lbs.
It was known as the TKP-46 (P for portable). It worked with the same CCU as
the TK-46. This camera, along with a
competitive entry from Bosch, was the
first production-line “handheld” broadcast camera.

Figure 4.21 By the mid-70s, cameras were portable enough to sit on a person’s shoulder and to fit in
small diving bells (still with a tether to the CCU), as seen in these two photos. On the left, a Norelco PCP90 is disassembled and checked after the diving bell sprung a leak. On the right, a cameraman with a
TKP-46 on his shoulder points to a PCP-90. (Source: Jerry Hughes)

Once camera head and then CCU circuitry had become small enough, the next
logical step was to combine these two
subsystems into one box. The RCA TK- Figure 4.20 Before a television camera could stand on its own, with no external CCU,
a couple of evolutionary steps occurred. Most studio cameras were re-engineered so
76, introduced in the late 1970s, made that a shoulder-mounted version could work with the same CCU.
that evolutionary leap. This camera was
truly portable: The complete camera, with viewfinder and lens, weighed
less than 25 lbs. Supplied with 12V, it would provide composite color
video out the back. Power consumed was remarkably low for the time,
50W. If you wanted to use the camera in conjunction with other sources,
it had a genlock input. Feeding a reference video signal into that spigot
locked the camera to
the reference.
Now the logistical,
philosophical and operational aspects of
two different types of
cameras arose. The
handheld camera was
great for getting close
to the action and being mobile along the
sidelines or in other
production environments. The handheld
could also be placed
on a tripod and used
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as a fixed place camera. So why not only have handheld
cameras?
The handheld is ideal for a lot of situations. But the good
old hard, or studio, camera is still good at a number of things.
First, it is heaver, so the pan/tilt heads it sits on have more
weight on them, which leads to smoother pans. Zoom and
focus handles are available on pan handles on the back of
the camera so the camera operator doesn’t have to directly
work the controls on the lens, again leading to generally
smoother camera work. The large lenses in use today are
more easily integrated on a studio camera. A studio camera
with a large lens has a center of gravity such that the camera
is not mounted as far back on the pan/tilt head, which makes
some camera operations (like extreme tilting) easier.

Figure 4.25 Right: Modern handheld cameras
built up into hard cameras.

Figure 4.24 Studio buildup kit that turns a handheld TK-76 into a studio camera
(TK-760).

These studio-configured cameras also have some infrastructure that the handheld camera doesn’t. Studio cameras have
return video feeds, helpful in complex production environof the
ith the arrival
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but the basic
power to drive that monitor. Although generally not as true
today as when the handheld first came out, studio cameras
also tend to give the video operator more control over camera setup
and operating parameters. On many shoots, the client may need this
extra control. The advantages that a hard camera brings to fixed
camera locations are so great that even trucks that carry only
handheld cameras on tripods have some sort of buildup kit to turn
them into “semi-studio” configured cameras.

Along with miniaturization of components, another technical breakthrough made remotes easier. That was the advent of triax cable. Before
triax, bulky, heavy and expensive camera cable connected the camera
head with the truck. Often cameras from different manufacturers used
different cable. In addition, total cable length was limited by the most
vulnerable signal traversing the camera cable’s many conductors. This
limited camera cable runs to less than 3000 feet in this latest generation
of cameras. The introduction of triax changed all that.

Triax

RCA soon had competition from Ikegami and Sony. Ikegami launched a
series of cameras (HL-77/78/79 — HL actually stood for Handy Looky)
that were slightly lighter and more comfortable and had better ergonomics for the user. Sony was right behind with their BVP-300/330. Both
Ikegami and Sony engineered their offerings to be slightly less rugged,
but still up to the tasks and demands of a handheld camera.
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Figure 4.26 Along with reducing the size of the
camera head was the parallel task of eliminating
the bulky cable between the camera head and the
CCU in the truck. Here a triax adapter is
connected near the camera, and a triax cable is
run back to a second triax adapter in the truck.
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Triax heralded a common cable format
for connecting cameras to the truck. It
also greatly decreased the connectoritis
that had plagued camera cables up to this
point. Even when the source of poor
connections in a camera cable were
found, it often took many hours to get
the connector of a TV-81 cable apart and
repair the problem. Inadvertently cut
cables could take a day to repair. Triax
connectors can be replaced, or in the
case of a cut cable, installed at the break
in under 10 minutes. Triax has made it
possible for a truck to carry 10 to 12
miles of cable for camera head dispersal
at large or complex venues.

Figure 4.27 Left is how cameras used to be connected to the truck. That thick cable was known as TV-81
(number of conductors in the cable). Top right is an exposed coax, below it is triax. The “tri” in triax means
three conductors. The center conductor in triax is surrounded by two shields as opposed to a single
shield, as in coax. The camera is an ’80s vintage (RCA TK-86) triax camera. While it was a stand-alone
camera, it required an awkward belt pack. Subsequent triax cameras either incorporated the triax adapter,
or offered a module that plugged into the rear of the camera.

Triax cable is essentially coax with an extra shield. Instead of multiple
conductors between camera head and CCU, all video, audio, intercom
and control signals are frequency multiplexed
down the center conductor. Also, just as some
microphones are phantom-powered, power is also
sent down the center conductor from the CCU to
the camera head. Triax connectors easily snap
together and a collar on the connector allows for
easy release.
Several philosophies as to camera architecture
now sprang up. From the mid-70s on, it was possible to build stand-alone cameras. But since levels and other operating parameters had to be controlled by video operators in the truck, there had
to be some sort of control unit for the camera.
This control unit would send video operator commands back to the control head. But if an operations subsystem is required anyway, and the camera is not ever intended to be a stand-alone system, why not do some processing in the truck? In
the case of an NTSC camera, shipping the three
color channels back to the head separately for
monitoring made sense. A camera designer had
to decide what type of camera they wanted to
build. Would the camera be a studio camera? By
that, the classic camera head and CCU would
connect via triax. In this way, the only systems in
the head would be the ones that had to be there.
Or were they going to build a stand-alone camera? And if that were the case, would that stand-

Figure 4.28 Today’s cameras, tethered to the truck via triax or RF link, can get
anywhere the cameraman can.

alone camera also be expected
to operate as a studio camera?
The fourth generation of color
camera manufacturers made
these decisions, from one end
of the spectrum to the other.

As technology improved and
cameras became smaller and
more reliable, innovative producers such as ABC’s Roone
Arledge saw the opportunity to
not just document the sport but
to bring the television viewer
into the whole event. Roving
minicameras immersed the
viewer in the experience, just
like sitting in the stands, capturing the look, feel and sounds
of the experience. With the advent of Monday Night Football
in 1970, ABC pushed the envelope by using upwards of 10
cameras to cover a single NFL
football game, while the others
were still using five or six. Today Monday Night Football often uses as many as two dozen
cameras for each game.

In this section we looked at
how manufacturers were able
to shrink the camera enough
for it to sit on a shoulder, and
to make the cable that connects
the camera back to the truck
much smaller and simpler. The
number of cameras at a venue
was now poised to explode in
number, as trucks could carry
more of them and the introduction of triax allowed cameras
in far-flung locations that
weren’t possible before. As we
will see next, cameras have
become extremely stable, and
optics have come to dominate
the camera’s profile.
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Figure 4.29 A single button push is often all that
is needed to perform camera setup.

Figure 4.30 TK-47 camera chain. The setup
control unit would look at video from the camera
and set up the camera. The values determined by
the setup unit would be stored in memory in the
camera’s CCU. Manual control of parameters
could come from either the setup unit or the
remote control unit. One setup panel could set up
or control six cameras. Now the functions
provided by this separate setup panel are
incorporated into most cameras.
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ameras Become
Sophisticated

C
Cameras and Computers

Camera Setup Files

At the end of the 1970s the microprocessor had advanced far enough
that it could be incorporated into the camera control system. Besides
greatly reducing the amount of hardware that was needed to implement
a control system, the microprocessor was good at one thing that many
discrete logic ICs were not — running programs. One such program
would be setup. The RCA TK-47 was the first autosetup camera. Built into the TK-47 zoom lens was
an internal test pattern called a diascope. This diascope was an extender position in the lens. In the
automatic setup mode, the setup panel would look
at the three color channels and the diascope, and
would send the proper commands to register the
tube camera and adjust various other imager parameters. Numerous other items, such as video levFigure 4.31 Cameras next started to store more than a single setup
els, could also be adjusted. Later cameras could
file. Now files such as diascope files, which remembered the differset themselves up without a separate setup panel.
ence in color temperatures between the lens’ internal diascope and
The correct setup parameters determined by the
an external test diascope, could be loaded. When this file was set
camera would be retained in memory. What up until
correctly, a camera run through setup on its internal diascope could
this time was a knob or switch setting was now a
be uncapped, and the external chart would not need white or black
value stored in memory.
balancing. Thus if the diascope file was captured on a particular set,
The RCA TK-47 had a single microprocessor in the CCU. Most camera
after setup no color balancing would be required for that particular
chains that followed had a microprocessor in the camera head and in the
set. Lens files could also be loaded on some cameras that would accamera control unit. These two processors talked to each other over an
RS-232 link through the camera cable. The
CCU would send out a continuous stream of
analog values, commonly known as a pulse
amplitude modulation (PAM) stream, that the
head stored in sample and hold circuits. These
analog values controlled everything from registration and geometry, to video level and iris
settings. The microprocessors at both ends ensured that the PAM stream could not get out of
sync and have the wrong values written into
the various sample and holds. The other architectural approach was to have the total camera
system reside totally in the head. Instead of
splitting the video processing between the head
and the CCU, all the processing was in the head Figure 4.32 RCA TK-47 and Philips LDK-5, two mainstay hard cameras as the ’80s dawned.

count for astigmatisms and other distortions between the internal
and external diascopes. This is helpful in remote trucks, where lenses
are often swapped between cameras. In addition, scene files could
be loaded so that a particular color balance or operational mode,
like calling up a star filter, could be recalled. These files usually
worked in concert by using a setup file, usually obtained by auto
setup, as the base set of parameters and adding diascope, lens and
scene files as offsets to the base setup file.
Files have even been used for things that the customer is unaware of.
At least one 1980s version camera, the Ikegami HK-322, used its files
to store part of the operating system. If that camera lost its battery
backup memory, not only would all the setup parameters be gone at
the next power up, but it would no longer perform some of its basic
functions. This camera’s setup control panel had controls that would
let you move head or CCU files from one camera to another. More
than one engineer got into trouble by moving a head or CCU file from
one camera chain to another just to see what would happen. Some
thought you could match cameras by setting one camera up and moving those settings to another camera. Only recently, with CCDs and
digital processing, is this approach possible. But there is still enough
analog in a camera to make an extremely critical video engineer tweak
the setup copy. In the ’80s, with tube technology and analog circuitry
(albeit fairly stable circuitry), moving one camera’s setup to another
would force a complete re-setup of the camera. Sometimes even a
manual setup first, as most auto-setup systems can’t perform setup if
parameters are too far from where they need to be. The real reason
this camera had the capability to move files from one camera to another was to reload the part of the operating system that was lost with
file loss.

and the CCU was not much more than a remote control unit.

Most truck cameras that came after the TK-47 took the stand-alone approach, with the CCU serving as basically a base station with operator
controls. The Sony BVP-360 and Ikegami HK-357 took this approach.
Incorporating microprocessors made the use of triax feasible. As we
mentioned in the last section, triax is basically coax with extra shielding.
The various signals traveling between the head and CCU, that each used
to have its own pair of conductors, now were frequency multiplexed. To
power the head, AC or DC with a potential of as much as 300V is sent
down the center conductor of the triax. Most cameras have fairly elaborate power safety systems, so that power is only applied if the right load
and current draw is sensed. Triax allows a truck to carry miles of camera
cable, whereas with the old camera cable only a few thousand feet was
the norm. Many stadiums in this country have as much as 30,000 or 40,000
feet of triax permanently installed.

Going Digital

The next generation of cameras was the
first to be built around the CCD imager.
The early entrants had about 250,000 pixels. By the mid-1990s, they had almost
600,000 active picture elements. HD cameras have millions of pixels. All these pixels meant that resolution was much higher
than with earlier CCDs. This helped minimize aliasing (when a tweed suit or a chain
link fence breaks out into a pulsating rainbow). More resolution equates to sharper
pictures. The cameras at the venue have
to have as high a resolution as possible,
much more than what is broadcast to the
home. This is because every segment of
the video path – from the camera, through
the truck, the backhaul back to the broadcaster, and then transmission to the home
— takes a nip out of all, but especially
the higher, frequencies. This has been
minimized with increasing use of digital
television. With analog, as the video is
passed through each device in the truck,
handed off for transport back to the network operations center via satellite or fiber, passed through the network facility, uplinked to the local television
station, passed through that station, and finally transmitted to the home,
slight signal degradation takes place with each step.

Figure 4.33 CCD next to a Plumbicon tube
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The CCD Imager
Figure 4.34 The
introduction of the
CCD imager made
digital cameras an
eventuality. The
CCD is an array of
sensors, each of
which collects electrons based on the
amount of light falling on each cell.
Each one of these
cell “buckets” is
marched out one at
a time. These are
discrete samples of
video. Today, there are two ways to organize the output from the
arrays. The first way is to move the collected charges left one cell to
the vertical shift registers during the vertical interval. These columns
are optically masked and shielded from incoming light. Then during
the next field time, while new charges are being collected by the
photosensors, the optical mask columns of vertical shift registers are
stepped down one row per horizontal line until they reach the horizontal readout register at the bottom, where they are then shifted out
as the current video line. These are known as Interline Transfer (IT)
CCDs. The problem with this approach is that the photosensors see
very bright light leak into the adjoining masked cells as they shift
down past the highlight cells. To stop that from happening, CCDs
known as Frame Interline Transfer (FIT) CCDs were developed.
Instead of marching the masked columns down one line at a time
during the next field, the charges are transferred from the
photosensors to the vertical shift register and quickly shifted down to

Now the television signal is increasingly spending its time as a digital
stream. Trucks often produce digital video right out of the cameras, and
it stays digital throughout the truck. The network’s centers are commonly
digital, and many local stations are being upgraded into digital facilities.
For a few today, the broadcast transmission to the home is even digital, as
DTV slowly increases its foothold. Finally, the transmission paths between truck and network, network and local station, and station and transmitter (most television transmitters are located apart from the studios,
because they need to be in high places) are becoming digital. Once a
signal is converted to digital, if it stays in that domain and undergoes no

another complete array, which is also masked from incoming light,
all during the vertical interval. IT CCDs are seldom used in remote
situations because of the vertical smear from bright lines. FITs are
almost universally used. The only drawback to the FIT over the IT is
price; the FIT is generally two to three times more expensive than
the IT CCD. (Source: Sony)

Figure 4.35 Prism
with three accompanying CCDs and associated electronics comprise the camera’s optical block. The CCDs
are soldered to tabs on
the prism block. This
eliminates registration
problems. Usually the
green CCD is offset by
half a pixel from the
red and blue CCDs,
which increases the spatial information captured and leads to higher
camera resolution. The photosensors in individual CCDs occasionally fail or change sensitivity. To compensate for that, CCD imagers
look for cells that have problems and use information from surrounding cells in their place. This check is performed every time the camera is black balanced. The prism, CCDs and pre amps, along with
CCD control and compensation circuitry, comprise the optical block.
Many cameras today are constructed so that the optical block can be
easily removed from the front of the camera. This allows the same
camera to use either 4:3 or 16:9 imagers, as well as switching from
IT blocks to FIT blocks. (Source: Canon)

Figure 4.36 FOX used 14 hard, 12 handheld, six super slo-mo, and 15
unmanned point of view cameras for the Super Bowl in 1997. For their 2002
telecast, Super Bowl XXXVI, they used about the same number. For a normal
NFL game FOX normally uses eight hard, four handheld, and five point of view
cameras. This means that approximately 180 cameras are used between ABC,
FOX, ESPN and CBS for each week of NFL football. With FOX paying more
than $500 million a year for NFL rights and ABC and CBS paying a little more
and a little less than $300 million per year respectively, the amount of hardware
used to televise what has become so dear is not skimped on. (Source: Martin
Eibeck - NEP)

Figure 4.37 The NMT truck used for
ABC’s Monday Night Football can
handle as many as 25 cameras.
Whereas ABC used 13 cameras to
cover the 1985 Superbowl, today they
commonly use more than that for a
normal Monday night game.

processing, then its quality should stay the same as it travels from box to
box on its journey to the viewer.

Camera DSP technology works fundamentally differently than its analog pro-

Digital Signal Processing

Digital signals are quantum, or discrete, in nature. They can
only have a fixed number of states. In a one-bit system, signals
have only two states possible. A two-bit system offers a total of
four states. An eight-bit system can represent 256 states. Early
digital systems were eight bits. As we just mentioned, once in one
of those 256 states a purely digital word in theory (with no processing - just handed off from box to box) will not change. But to
represent video levels as one of only of 256 values does not provide the rendition that a good analog signal would produce. In

cessing counterpart. Analog works in the
frequency domain. It generally does its
work based on frequencies of interest. DSP
generally works in the time domain. This
means that DSP works based on what
comes before and after a point of interest.
It mimics what the analog frequency domain circuitry does, for instance, manipulating a video element in a certain way, only
in the time domain.

Figure 4.38 Block diagram of a typical
DSP handheld camera

there was a short period of time when the
highest end cameras were analog, while
many slightly downscale were all-digital
internally.

addition, how often you convert the analog video into digital values — in other words, how often you sample the video — has to
be taken into consideration. The more often you sample, the higher
the resolution. High-end analog cameras could provide more video
information than digital sampling and standard-definition rates
could capture at the time. So the decision had to be made whether
to take the analog-to-digital “hit” as the video came out of the
camera, or downstream somewhere, when the video encountered
its first digital segment? Remember there was a positive trade-off
here: Once digital, the signal usually wasn’t degraded further. So
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Figure 4.39 Camera RCPs being installed into
ABC’s Monday Night Football truck in the late
’90s. This truck still does MNF, but is now owned
by NMT.

Figure 4.40 Handheld camera with large lens
viewfinder and triax adapter (box hung on the
back of the camera) added to “buildup” the camera
into a “hard” or “studio” camera.
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Cameras today have become extremely stable and
versatile. The decreasing
space they take up, not only
with the head but also in the
truck itself, has made it possible to load many CCUs
onto today’s trucks. Often
trucks carry more CCUs than
camera heads. Twelve to 16
CCUs installed into the
trailer is not uncommon. Today five to seven cameras is
common for local baseball
games. FOX often uses 11 or
12 when they do baseball.
The World Series generally
involves a couple dozen cameras. High cameras are not
the rage anymore. High
home, and maybe high first
survive, but now low cameras are used. High first often doesn’t even have shot
assignments anymore. Its operator sells beauty and interest shots to the director. Cameras at low first and third
cover right-handed hitters
and left-handed pitchers, or
left-handed hitters and right- Figure 4.41 The video operator actively controls the camera lens’ iris setting and the camera’s black level during the show.
handed pitchers respectively. Often there is more than one video operator when the number of cameras increases above four. In a large shoot involving many
Center field is considered in- cameras, there is often a lead video operator, known as the senior video operator, who keeps all the cameras looking the same.
can be a large task as the sun sets on outdoor remotes, creating constantly changing color temperature conditions. Our
dispensable for pitcher/batter This
eyes and brain filter out color temperature changes, but the camera doesn’t. You have a high color temperature on a bright
shots. Cameras are also sunny day, meaning lots of blue light. As the sun heads toward the horizon, the color temperature drops, meaning lots of red
added from various angles in light. A combination of changing filters in the camera, done by remote control by the video operators, and automatic and manual
the outfield. The object today white and black balancing keeps all the cameras looking alike. White and black balancing refers to making all three color
(R,G,B) have the same value when the camera is looking at a white, gray or black object. Sometimes a director or
is not to just cover an event, channels
producer will want a warmer look (more red) or a more pastel look (more blue), and the video operator will manually adjust the
but to tell the story of the level controls of the three channels to accomplish this. This process is known as “painting” the camera.
game. Many directors feel
the low cameras give the
game a bigger look. Indeed low cameras put the viewer on the field. You
get a player’s perspective, not a spectator’s perspective.

Basic Camera Optics

Figure 4.42 In television the brightness of an image is related to the
F-stop number. Lenses generally have F-stop numbers with values
of 1.4, 2, 2.8, 4, 5.6, 8, 11, 16 and 22.
These numbers all have a ratio relationship with the square root of
two. This is because the amount of light entering the lens is proportional to the square of the diameter of the lens. For instance, an Fstop change of 1 to 4 to 5.6 reduces light through the lens by ½.
Conversely an F-stop change from 11 to 8 doubles the amount of
light. F-stop = focal length/effective aperture
The brightness is inversely proportional to the square of the F-stop
number. Lens with the same F-stop setting might not have the same
brightness because different lenses transmit different amounts of light.
Because of this, the film industry tends to use a value called T-stop
that takes this into account. Two different lens with the same T-stop
values transmit the same amount of light at the same T-stop.
Zoom lenses also have an attribute known as F-drop. This is the
light change that occurs when a lens is zoomed from all the way out
to all the way in. As the lens is zoomed in, the entrance pupil changes
size to allow more light in. When the pupil is as wide as it can go, the
light level will start to drop. To reduce the size and weight of the lens
it is common to allow some F-drop. The auto-iris circuitry in the
camera will usually open the iris to prevent this effect from affecting
the video levels. Many studio lenses have focus groups that are wide
enough to minimize F-drop. (Source: Canon)

Optics

Figure 4.43 With today’s emphasis on getting up close and personal, the zoom lens has become central to camera operations.
Lenses are often larger than the cameras themselves. Here is an 87:1 (13.2-1150mm or 26.4-2300mm with 2x extender) that weighs
just under 50 lbs. This lens has its own internal microprocessor that senses lens vibration and controls a rear lens element to
compensate. The microprocessor also controls a floating system of relay lenses within the overall zoom lens, which minimize
spherical aberration and peripheral image field curvature. The camera’s microprocessor and the zoom lens microprocessor can now
talk over a serial communications path, which allows the camera to issue preset zoom and focus commands for quick camera moves.
Another option available in today’s zoom lens is an internal rotating turret with internal lenses that compensate for image size
differences delivered to the camera’s optics as aspect ratios are changed. Some cameras have 16:9 image blocks that are switchable
to 4:3. When these blocks are switched the image size changes, although this isn’t true for 4:3 images that are switched to 16:9.
(Source: SWTV)

As cameras lost weight and became more rugged and ubiquitous,
new avenues and platforms for their use came forth, as we will see in
the next section.
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